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TREADMILL BUYING GUIDE 
 

 
THINGS TO CONSIDER… 
 
When researching manufacturers 
• How long has the company been in business? 
• Is there a history of satisfied customers and after sales service? 
• Are there any product reviews and awards and are they from a reputable source? What are the reviewer’s 

credentials and are they experienced in the fitness field? Are they doing the review “honestly” or are they 
making money from their “top picks”? 

 
When considering places to buy? 
• Do they offer you all the products and services you require? 
• Specialty stores usually offer a wider range of quality equipment and have experienced sales/service staff who 

can help find the right product for your needs and assist you with any problems throughout the life of the unit.   
• Research customer feedback and look for referrals, review the BBB. How will you be taken care of if the 

company selling you the equipment suddenly goes out of business? 
• Is the delivery and/or service completed “in-house” or is it outsourced?  If it is outsourced, find out more info 

about the company (Name, experience with manufacturer etc.). 
 
When trying the equipment?  
• Bring your running shoes and be ready to test each unit in the store exactly how you intend to use it in the 

home.  You’ll be amazed how easy it is to tell the difference between models once you are trying them. 
• Where has the manufacturer invested their dollars? Everything costs money so does the unit feel solid and 

comfortable or has more money been invested into gadgets, like fans, speakers etc. 
• Do you want the ability to save a few inches when the unit is folded up or do you prefer a more solid one-piece 

frame? Folding frames also cost more than comparable non-folding frames.  
• What is the product warranty? It is a true sign of the manufacturer’s faith in their product. 
• Understand what makes a quality Motor – Tread carefully here (pardon the pun!) Motors have their horsepower 

certified at different rpm’s so be sure to compare the two values (e.g. a motor that outputs 2.75 CHP 
(Continuous Horse Power) at 3200 rpms is actually stronger than a 3.0 CHP motor at 4000 rpm).  The ability 
for a motor to produce CHP at a lower rpm means it is a stronger motor than competitors that have to spin 
(rpm) much quicker to produce similar CHP numbers. Also higher quality motors have better insulation ratings 
and generally run cooler and quieter than inferior models so listen to the motor when you are on the equipment. 
• Understand what makes a quality Cushioning System – Discover what each treadmill uses for cushioning and 

why a manufacturer uses that particular system.  Look at how the treadmill reduces impact energy and do they 
do it while maintaining stability. E.g. a trampoline greatly reduces impact energy but the flexing greatly 
increases lateral instability and that can increase the chances of injuries in a different part of the knee.  The best 
cushioning systems use a stable platform for support but then incorporate a premium shock absorbing material 
that dissipates the energy away from the user (e.g. converts the energy into heat) rather than has the sock 
system absorb and rebound the energy back to the user like springs or standard rubber elastomers do. 
• Use the treadmill on an incline and check if it has an electric brake system that prevents the belt from over 

speeding.  These systems improve running biomechanics and increase safety.  
• Running Area – How much do you really need?  The more running area you have costs more to produce (larger 

belts, decks rollers etc. cost more to produce) so are you spending money on something you don’t really need? 
How much of the belt length/width is actually hidden under the motor cover or foot rails making it unusable?  
• Don’t fall for the “maintenance-free” story. Everything wears out. Some maintenance saves you money.  Does 

the equipment tell you when maintenance is required? If so, how? Some, systems are more accurate than others. 
• Is programming included that makes it easier to achieve your fitness goals? (e.g. Heart Rate Training) Does it 

progress with you as your fitness and abilities improve. (e.g. Higher Acceleration options, Strength Training) 
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TREADMILL SHOPPING CHECKLIST… 
 
 Treadmill 1 Treadmill 2 Treadmill 3 
Manufacturer and Model #    

Quality of Manufacturing – Fit and Finish    

Safety Features    

Comfort & Feel at Low Speed    

Comfort & Feel at High Speed    

Comfort & Feel on a High Incline    

Comfort & Feel on a Decline (if included)    

Cushioning System    

Running/Walking Area    

Can the deck be flipped for more life?    
Ability to Level the Feet and Pivot them 
when on an incline.    

Belt Quality 
(Premium belts can cost $400+)     

Motor – CHP & RPM rating    

Noise Level    

Programming Range (HRT Options etc.)    
Advanced Programming 
(Higher Acceleration, Strength Training)      

Entertainment Features    

Quality of Buttons    

Warranty    

Overall Value    

Other Comments – Concerns etc.    

  


